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Physics Briefing book – la summa !
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Il percorso in Europa nel 2019-20

¨ 13-16 Mag 2019: Open Symposium (Granada)
¨ 13 Lug 2019: Sessione speciale ECFA/EPS  (EPSHEP-2019, 

Ghent)
¨ Settembre 2019: consegna Briefing Book da PPG a ESG
¨ 20-24 Gen 2020: Strategy Drafting Session (Bad Honnef)
¨ Mar 2020: discussione della bozza di Strategy nel Council
¨ Mag-Giu 2020: approvazione formale in Council Open 

Session
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Il percorso INFN 

¨ apr 2018: Incontro preparatorio in Presidenza
¨ set 2018: INFN Town Meeting - Roma
¨ ott 2018: Presentazione a giornate PTA – Bologna; 

Presentazione a meeting CVI – Napoli;                  
Presentazione orale a Direttori e Presidenti CSN

¨ Fine 2018: sottomesso documento con il punto di vista 
dell’INFN

¨ 2019: Updates periodici a Direttori e Presidenti CSN; 
Presentazione a giornate PTA – Bari ; Presentazione a 
meeting CVI – Genova etc.
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Elementi di discussione
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Gli scenari discussi
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I costi ……..
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Stima grossolana senza TDR …



La posizione INFN
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INFN Argomenti a supporto

¨ We think that the ESPP update should be based on significant 
jump in precision (e.g. in Higgs boson properties) and broad 
exploration (e.g. search of new physics at the energy frontier)

¨ We believe that, out of the five proposed scenarios, the FCC-
all option is the best one in this respect. 

¨ In the FCC-ee phase electroweak physics will be studied with 
unprecedented precision not only in the sector related to the 
newly discovered scalar boson, but also in the Z, W and top 
quark sectors. 

¨ The FCC-hh phase would guarantee in the best way direct 
broad exploration of new territories.
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Le diverse posizioni

¨ L’opzione FCC-all era supportata da molte delegazioni
incluse quelle di UK , F, DK che non avevano forti
indicazioni dalla comunità

¨ Qualche delegazione suggeriva anche esplicitamente
l’opzione LE-to HE-FFChh nel caso di ILC 

¨ CLIC era l’opzione preferita dalla Norvegia e tollerata da 
pochi altri (ES, O, forse NL) che però volevano comunque
una macchina a elettroni come priorità

¨ La Germania ………
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Il Risultato: 
ESPP resa pubblica il 19 Giugno

Strategy statements Deliberation document



Major developments from the 2013 
Strategy
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a) HL_LHC

b) Neutrino physics program



Messaggio
20

àCompletare High Luminosity LHC

àSupportare gli esperimenti Long
Baseline sui neutrini negli USA e in 
Giappone



General considerations for the 2020 
update
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A. Reinforce the European Leadership in the field

B. Exploit and strenght the organizational model

C. The complementary physics program 



Messaggio politico
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àL’Europa ha la leadership scientifica e 
tecnologica in questo campo e la vuole
mantenere

àL’Europa ha il CERN e una
organizzazione unica per realizzare il
Progetto

àLavoriamo in sinergia con gli altri
campi di ricerca



High - priority future initiatives
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• the particle physics community should ramp up its R&D 
effort focused on advanced accelerator technologies, in 
particular that for high-field superconducting magnets, 
including high-temperature superconductors; 

• Europe, together with its international partners, should 
investigate the technical and financial feasibility of a future 
hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass energy of at 
least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and 
electroweak factory as a possible first stage. Such a 
feasibility study of the colliders and related infrastructure 
should be established as a global endeavour and be 
completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update. 



High - priority future initiatives

§ The timely realisation of the electron-positron International 
Linear Collider (ILC) in Japan would be compatible with this 
strategy and, in that case, the European particle physics 
community would wish to collaborate. 



High - priority future initiatives
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• The European particle physics community must intensify 
accelerator R&D and sustain it with adequate resources. A 
roadmap should prioritise the technology, taking into 
account synergies with international partners and other 
communities such as photon and neutron sources, fusion 
energy and industry. Deliverables for this decade should be 
defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN 
and national laboratories and institutes.



Other essential scientific activities for 
particle physics
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q Flavor physics
Experiments in such diverse areas that offer potential high-impact particle 
physics programmes at laboratories in Europe should be supported, as well 
as participation in such experiments in other regions of the world

q Theoretical physics
Europe should continue to vigorously support a broad programme of 
theoretical research covering the full spectrum of particle physics from 
abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of new research 
directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as cosmology, 
astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory 
research and theoretical research with direct impact on experiments 
should be supported, including recognition for the activity of providing and 
developing computational tools.



Other essential scientific activities for 
particle physics
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q Detector R&D
Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures should
be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 
Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry 
should be identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development 
process and increase opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting 
society at large. Collaborative platforms and consortia must be adequately 
supported to provide coherence in these R&D activities. The community 
should define a global detector R&D roadmap that should be used to 
support proposals at the European and national levels.



Other essential scientific activities for 
particle physics
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q Computing
The community must vigorously pursue common, coordinated R&D efforts 
in collaboration with other fields of science and industry to develop 
software and computing infrastructures that exploit recent advances in 
information technology and data science. Further development of internal 
policies on open data and data preservation should be encouraged, and an 
adequate level of resources invested in their implementation.



Synergies with neighbouring fields
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q Nuclear physics
In the global context, a new electron-ion collider, EIC, is foreseen in the United 
States to study the partonic structure of the proton and nuclei, in which there 
is interest among European researchers. Europe should maintain its capability 
to perform innovative experiments at the boundary between particle and 
nuclear physics, and CERN should continue to coordinate with NuPECC on 
topics of mutual interest.

q Astroparticle physics
Astroparticle physics, coordinated by APPEC in Europe, also addresses 
questions about the fundamental physics of particles and their interactions. 
The ground-breaking discovery of gravitational waves has occurred since the 
last Strategy update, and this has contributed to burgeoning multi-messenger 
observations of the universe. Synergies between particle and astroparticle
physics should be strengthened through scientific exchanges and 
technological cooperation in areas of common interest and mutual benefit.



Deliberation Document 
contiene anche questi statements

• the R&D for an effective breakthrough in plasma 
acceleration schemes (with laser and/or driving beams), as 
a fundamental step toward future linear colliders, possibly 
through intermediate achievements: e.g. building plasma-
based free-electron lasers (FEL). Developments for compact 
facilities with a wide variety of applications, in medicine, 
photonics, etc., compatible with university capacities and 
small and medium-sized laboratories are promising; 



Deliberation Document 
contiene anche questi statements

• an international design study for a muon collider, as it 
represents a unique opportunity to achieve a multi- TeV
energy domain beyond the reach of e+e– colliders, and 
potentially within a more compact circular tunnel than for a 
hadron collider. The biggest challenge remains to produce 
an intense beam of cooled muons, but novel ideas are 
being explored; 

• a vigorous R&D on high-intensity, multi-turn energy-recovery 
linac (ERL) machines, promoting the realisation of a 
demonstrator with a view also to low-energy applications. 



Alcune osservazioni

¨ FCC non era presente nella strategy precendente, ha un 
ruolo centrale in questo update àSi apre la stagione dei
TRD per FCC-ee e FCC-hh e la fase preparatoria per il
tunnel

¨ CLIC viene messo in secondo piano (vedi pagina 7 del 
deliberation document, non appare nel main document)

¨ La Beam Dump Facility non entra nel piano “such a 
project would be difficult to resource within the CERN 
budget, considering the other recommendations of this 
Strategy “

¨ Non si parla piu’ di HE-LHC (consistente con il risultato
degli studi fatti per Granada)



Priorità nella ESPP

¨ Prima Priorità: 
¤verifica fattibilità FCC
¤Magneti superconduttori
¤Tecniche accelerazione

¨ Altre attività:
¤Muon Collider
¤Diversity program
¤R&D detector, Computing
¤Fisica teorica



Un tavolozza ricca di colori - updated
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L’IMPATTO DELLA ESPP SULLE NOSTRE ATTIVITA’ DI 
FISICA DELLE PARTICELLE AGLI ACCELERATORI IN 
EUROPA



L’impatto su INFN

¨ HL-LHC
¨ LBNF @ Fermilab
¨ R&D su rivelatori

à TDR FCC
à Programma Magneti superconduttori
à Partecipazione Muon Collider
à Programma Plasma acceleration: Eupraxia@LNF



L’impatto su INFN

¨ Einstein Telescope 
¨ Attività presso Infrastrutture nazionali @LNGS, LNL, 

LNS
¨ Computing: Infrastruttura (Tecnopolo @ CNAF) + 

Quantum technologies



Grazie per l’attenzione !
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Una possibile strategia



Future Collider


